YMCA of Austin – Adventure Camp 2019 – Themes & Descriptions
Centex Adventures
Join us as our wheels hit the road in exploration of what Central Texas has to offer! Explore Six Flags,
Enchanted Rock, and more of Central Texas’ biggest hits!
Survival 101
Dig deeper into the elements of our natural world - from the earth beneath our feet to the air we breathe.
Explore survival tips, tricks, and conservation skills from the ground up.
Get Drenched
Cool off with us this summer! We will be seeking out all of the exciting water-centered destinations in the
area, including trips to local lakes.
Challenge Accepted
Push yourself to the next level as a leader and a teammate. Get ready for our 3rd Annual Adventure Camp
Challenge! Campers will work together to solve problems, overcome obstacles, and give back to our
community.
Cave Dwellers
Don't be afraid of the dark - explore it! Turn on your headlamp and grab your gear as we investigate the
mysteries held within the caves of Central Texas.
Take A Hike!
We’ll use our eyes, our ears, our hands, and our feet to explore nature. The Greenbelt, McKinney Falls
State Park, and River Place Nature Trail are the destinations for our shaded adventures.
Adventure Seekers
Gear up as we embrace the fun and challenging adventures around us. Escape rooms, ropes courses, brain
benders, and more test our bodies and our minds.
Move It
Ready to climb? Hike? Tackle a Y fitness class? With strong effort, you’ll conquer these challenges and
more - all while reaching new heights of confidence, agility, and teamwork.
Keep Austin Weird
Discover the buzz about Austin. During this week, we will explore past events and present technologies to
better understand what makes Austin such an awesome, weird, and fun place to live.
On Target
You’ll have to think fast and keep moving this week as we line up our sights and develop our skills as
marksmen. Paintball and laser tag field trips help campers sharpen their accuracy.
Game On
Bring on the games! Lace up the roller-skates, grab your bowling shoes, and get ready for an arcade full
of fun at camp! Throughout the week, campers will use their imaginations to invent new games while
enjoying all of their Y favorites.
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